Email Lists

Lab lists

- Winawer lab meeting mailing list, managed by Jon: winawer-labmeetings@cns.nyu.edu
- Winawer lab meetings mailing list (different; fewer people; only people inside the lab), also managed by Jon: winawerlab@cns.nyu.edu

Department lists

- CBI (users, talks): Add yourself from cbi.nyu.edu mailing list select desired and enter email/name; managed by Swetha Shankar (can add yourself)
- MEG (users): Ask Jeff Walker to join
- Many public lists can be joined on NYU Home
- C&P: managed by Evelyn Rivera
- Vision journal club: automatically included if you are on the WinawerLab email list.
- Various CNS lists (for example cns.everybody, ask Paul Fan)
- IT help: CNSIT@NYU.EDU or PSYCHIT@NYU.EDU